


North Sails is honoured to be the Official Clothing Partner  
to the 36th America’s Cup.  The oldest trophy in international 
sport, the race retains its status as the ultimate event in 
yachting and we are delighted to continue supporting its 
ongoing prominence in global competition.
More than ever, it elicits an immense appeal, attracting 
the finest sailors, thrilling audiences and inspiring the next 
wave of adventurers around the world.
 
Though the boats and rules have evolved across the 
years, our shared story and passion for sailing remains 
unwavering. North Sails maintains its significant standing 
in the America’s Cup by continuing to lead technological 
developments in the sport.
Since 1980, we have powered 12 race wins; since 1988, every 
single Challenger and Defender in the America’s Cup has 
used North Sails. 
To celebrate these outstanding achievements and 
advancements we present a unique collection, which displays 
our pursuit of innovation as essential whilst embracing a 
new focus on sustainability.
 
Further to our commitment to the America’s Cup, North 
Sails is passionate about leading the quest to protect the 
health of our seas.  We are exceptionally proud to introduce a 
capsule collection crafted entirely from recycled materials, 
combining high-performance solutions with sustainable 
innovation. 
As an Official Partner to the America’s Cup, we make it our 
duty to help protect the oceans for the sailors of tomorrow.



NEWPORT JACKET

HARDSHELL – 3LAYER
This 3layer hardshell guarantees a waterproof, still 
breathable, outer layer. Seam sealed construction for 
maximum waterproof protection.

INSULATION LAYER - VEST 
The benefits of Repreve recycled padding are light 
weight and warmth. From a sustainable point of view, 
Repreve emits fewer greenhouse gases (avoiding 385 
million Kgs of CO2 emissions), conserve water (drunk 
by 1,7mln people in 1 year) and energy (to power 133K 
houses in 1 year) in the process.



NEW YORK VEST 

This vest combines woven fabric tube on the front and 
recycled polyester softshell on the back, to guarantee 
light weight and warmth. Its filling is made of Repreve 
recycled padding, which emits fewer greenhouse 
gases (avoiding 385 million Kgs of CO2 emissions), 
conserve water (drunk by 1,7mln people in 1 year) and 
energy (to power 133K houses in 1 year) in the process.



SAN FRANCISCO STORM CHEATER



AUCKLAND POLO




